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Food-delivery platforms’
main characteristics

• Uncertain income

• Easy/Semi-automated termination

• Lack of access social protection mechanisms

• Exposure to hazardous working conditions (traffic, weather)

• Information asymetry

• Inducement of intensification/self-exploitation

• Informal work
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How the
literature

tells us this
is possible

• “Platform exceptionalism” (Van 
Doorn, 2020)

• Impunity in face of
outstanding non compliance
with the law

• Platforms as institutional
chameleons (Vallas and Schor, 
2020)

• Adaptability to different
regulatory contexts
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But is it so?



Research Design

• Spanish initiative “Ley Rider” promised
to end couriers’ misclassification

• One year after, 3 case studies allow us
deeper understanding of platform chameleonic
nature and possible limits of attempts
to end platform exceptionalism
• Just Eat
• Uber Eats
• Glovo

Main limitation: A snapshot of a moving target!



Methods
• Semi-structured interviews (N = 35)

• 23 Individual workers

• 5 Dispatchers

• 6 different union leaders

• 1 Labor Inspector from Spanish Labor Inspection

• Platform board members didn’t accept to be interviewed

• Non-participant observation

• 6 evenings in different spots of couriers’ concentration

• Informal chats on the street (30+)

• Visit to the local operations’ center of one of the platforms



Findings: Business and employment models

• Just Eat
• Transition from outsourcing to direct contracts
• Workers hired from 12 to 20 hours/week + “complementary hours”

• Uber Eats
• Transition from independent contractor to outsourcing fleets
• Each fleet its own contractual conditions (salary, hours, bonus, etc.)
• Often, workers end up subsidizing the platform’s activity

• Glovo
• Independent contractor model persist, despite unlawful
• Heavy reliance on “rented accounts” / informal work



Findings: Control modes

• Just Eat
• Close control through GPS and messaging

• Great relevance of dispatchers, both coaches and discipliners

• Uber Eats
• Proeminence of dispatchers varies; workers under double control

• Heavy sanctions (including dismissal) for “underperformance”

• Glovo
• Invisible dispatchers

• Control through market mechanisms (fare multipliers)



Findings: Workers’ experiences
• Just Eat

• Statutory rights; flexible working time; access to housing much easier

• Low earnings; intensification and self-intensification

• Uber Eats
• Statutory rights; Full-time contracts (not always); access to housing

made easier

• Precarious job due to (automated) sanctions; intensification

• Glovo
• Same income precarity as before (often low, always contingente)

• Heavily constrained autonomy

• Rented accounts: Exposure to theft by account owners



Discussion and conclusion

• Ley Rider is valuable attempt to end platform exceptionalism

• There are unmistakably positive consequences for workers

• However, platform exceptionalism (still) prevails and their chameleon
nature is confirmed:

• Fines seem not do deter platforms who do not to comply with the
law (eg., Glovo)

• Even among those who comply with the law, precarity, surveillance
and intensification are very salient

• Further measures need to be taken to: (i) stop exceptionalism; (ii) 
ensure that workers’ rights are safeguarded from alternative forms
of precarization and control through algorithmic means



Thank you!
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